AGENDA FOR SOFTWARE DISCUSSION/Demonstration

July 28, 1993 9:30AM to 3:00PM

9:30-11:00 or 12:00 -- Overview and general discussion of software.

RTMS - pitfalls and improvements: Dale, David, Billy, Tim
(Reference attached letter to CSI)

INGEST : Doug

POST-INGEST PROCESSING : Billy, Doug

QA : Fred, Billy, Tim (reference attached tables)

DISSEMINATION --
Software for local uses (TS and ST) : Billy
Data files to BBS : Billy
Data via FTP, NFS for OSU, DOT, et al : Billy
Weather tables to OLETS : Tim, Sridhar

ARCHIVAL : Joel

UTILITY SOFTWARE OVERVIEW : Mark, Dale, Brad, Andy

GEMPAK Utility : Dale, David, Tim (reference sample output)

DATATRIEVE Utility : Joel, David, Dale

INSTRUMENTATION Database : Joel, Brad

PUBLIC DISPLAY : Billy, Mike

WXSCOPE FOR PC & MAC : Dale, Mike

INSTRUMENTATION LAB PROGRAMMING : Fred

11:00-12:00 and 1:00-3:00 -- Software discussion/demonstrations

Tim - Data path to VAX; Tables
Billy - TS and ST routines; other dissemination software
Joel - NetCDF archiving; Instrumentation database
Andy - BBS Auto-Download; Time-change; Distance Utilities
Paul - BBS maintenance and development; BBS accounting software
Mark - Public Display prototype
Dale - WxScope/PC; Kleenup utility; Utility shell
Brad - Table generator utility
Sridhar - Information table modification; Wx tables to OLETS
Mike - WxScope/Mac; Public Display Software
Fred - Instrumentation Lab Programs